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Summary:
Like all forces in the universe, money obeys certain universal laws or
principles. You don´t have to work hard for money. When you understand the universal laws and
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Article Body:
What is your relationship to money? Are you creating resistance to your own wealth and abundan
Money is a force; a concentrated symbol of energy and power. Like all forces in the universe,
Defy Normal Notions
Most people are programmed to believe that hard work, determination, and drive attract money.
Your Finances Express Your Deep Feelings About Money

What are your money feelings? They are usually similar to your other relationship feelings. Ho

Your inner most feelings about yourself is expressed in your relationship with money. Your fin
Begin to understand those feelings to create and change your financial situation. Be open and
Respect Money

Are you haphazard with the money in your wallet? Are your records disorganized? Respecting you
Your Thoughts Create
Are you holding back on paying or hoarding money? This prevents the free flow of money. Money
Be Generous!

Are you stingy? Do you hold on tight to what money you have? When you shift your perspective f
What Do You Really Want to Achieve?
Is your vision for the future fuzzy? Are you always thinking about your failures? A great way
Get Clear About Your Goals and You Manifest Them
What are you visualizing? What self-talk tapes are you playing? When you get clear about your
There are NO LIMITS to How Much Prosperity YOU Can Attain

The single most powerful way to attract more money in your life is with your connection to the
Transform Your Energy to Attract Abundance

Do you squander money? Do you feel blocked? The energy that keeps you stuck in old unconscious
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